ZEISS COMBIVISC
The perfect match of two OVDs for the entire ophthalmic surgery
The Multitalent
Space. Protection. Efficiency.

Combining two OVDs
to match all requirements at each stage of the ophthalmic procedure.

Giving you the space and protection you need in standard and complex cases – with fast and easy removal.

COMBIVISC® is also available in 5 procedure multipacks.
Flexibility with two OVD concepts

Protective **dispersive** OVD provides protection and clarity during cataract removal

- Reliable protection of the endothelium and other tissues during various surgical maneuvers
- Great space partition
- Excellent optical clarity¹
- More safety through controlled injection due to improved injection force
- Enhanced ergonomics due to thin device allowing for ease of use
- Short aspiration time²

Efficient **cohesive** OVD maintains space during IOL implantation

- Highly effective for space creation and maintenance in the anterior chamber³
- Good capsular bag inflation
- Optimal chamber retention
- Ease of injection³
- Fast and easy removal²
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